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The purpose of the program was
to support communities on
Magnetic Island, Palm Island and
Masig (Yorke) island, in identifying
opportunities to decarbonise
existing activities and enable
economic growth while minimising
their carbon footprint. 

EarthCheck were engaged to
deliver the program with support
from Arup, Regional Economic
Solutions and the Queensland
Tourism Industry Council (QTIC).
The project team worked with
communities, councils,
stakeholders and the Queensland
Government to deliver this
program.

Phase 1 consisted of a
sustainability assessment where
conversations were had to identify
community strengths and develop
understanding of each island.

This included profil ing energy,
water, waste transport and
resilience. The project team
worked with communities to
identify what is needed to move
forward, foster resilience and
increase sustainability on each
island.

Phase 2  consisted of developing
community-led decarbonisation
options which were reviewed by
community and shortlisted based
on community needs and projects
that would deliver effective
results.

In Phase 3 ,  the shortlisted options
were expanded and business cases
were developed for the strongest
options, which included
environmental,  economic and
social benefits.  Cost benefit
analysis,  carbon abatement and
potential job creation were
calculated for each business case
developed.

WHAT IS  DECARBONISATION?
Decarbonisation is about working
towards a low carbon or low fossil fuel
economy. The approach aims to achieve
a minimal output of greenhouse gas
emissions into the environment. 

This program focused on three islands
and involved building resilience in the
face of climate change (sea level rise,
increased severe weather events,
erosion, etc...) and, critically, reducing
the cost associated with energy, water
and waste management.
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The final business cases were handed over to take forward and
apply for any potential future funding.  

 
In total,  17 business cases were developed for Palm Island, 18 for

Magnetic and 18 for Masig Island. These business cases provide a
potential decarbonisation benefit of 31,323t CO2-e. This offers

equivalent cost savings of AUD$5.83 million.
 

Please feel free to contact EarthCheck if you would like to learn
more about the decarbonisation of the Great Barrier Reef and how

this work could be considered for your organisation..

business cases provide a potential

decarbonisation benefit  of 31,323t CO2-e .  This

offers equivalent to cost savings of AUD$5.83

million .
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How to package and deliver a drive experience

EarthCheck worked with Fáilte Ireland, the National
Tourism Development Authority, to create their
framework for visitor experience development in areas
including the Skellig Coast, Cliffs of Moher and The
Burren.

The aim of the partnership was to optimise the visitor
experience and provide a framework for a national roll-
out of experience plans for their three destination
brands.

The plans developed in consultation with community,
industry and agencies helped to identify the core ‘brand
promise’ ,  the unique selling points (USPs) that set the
region apart and the signature experiences that deliver
both the promise and the USPs.

Businesses, communities and agencies have embraced
the plans, their stories and structures – generating a
wealth of new publicity culminating in the Skellig Coast
being recognised by the Lonely Planet as a must see
destination.

The Wild Atlantic Way, 1600 miles (2600 km) in length, is one of the longest defined coastal routes in the
world. It winds its way along the Irish west coast from the Inishowen Peninsula in the north, down to the
picturesque town of Kinsale in County Cork, in the south.

"Our research shows that consumers need

between 7-11 touch points to recall a message

or brand. The best journeys have an inspiring

story that connects the route and the people

who live along it."

Nigel Russell, General Manager, 
Consulting, EarthCheck
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Consultation and facilitation with a broad range of stakeholders. 
Market review
Preparation of the draft vision and strategy document.

EarthCheck was commissioned by the Brisbane Economic Development Agency (Brisbane EDA) to facilitate
the preparation of the new Visitor Economy 2031 Vision for the Brisbane Region. Working alongside the
Brisbane EDA team and project partners ARUP and Twenty31, EarthCheck’s role focused on:
 

 
Tourism is a booming sector of the Brisbane economy, with a pipeline of over AUD$12 bill ion of
infrastructure and tourism investment underway. Modelling indicated that by 2031 Brisbane will  have the
potential to generate an additional AUD$6.5 bil l ion in new visitor expenditure per year. 
 
The principal challenge addressed in preparing the Strategy was identifying the actions, investment, and
underpinning partnerships and infrastructure necessary to unlock this economic potential.
 
Through the collaboration of more than 500 operators, investor industry, local council and government
partners, a bold 12 – year vision to encourage visitors to stay longer and spend more in the Brisbane
region was created.

The vision for Brisbane is to  be: 

‘A globally recognised destination known for connecting visitors and the

community with its enviable lifestyle, accessible nature, remarkable

experiences, authentic culture and events, and renowned for being

sustainable, creative and respectful’.



The strategy process
recognised the need for an
inspirational and engaging

process that clearly
articulated the potential of

the tourism economy. The
process engaged the wide
range of government and

business stakeholders
required to unlock its

potential.   These challenges
are reflected in the strategic

priorities identified for the
Vision document. 
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Source: Brisbane EDA
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A review of international best
practice in sustainable tourism
management, marketing and
measurement.
Assessing key stakeholder
perspectives on sustainable
tourism priorities.
A review of key policy and
consumer drivers.
Assessment of Ireland’s current
position against the
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) and sustainable tourism
accreditation criteria.

Fáilte Ireland – in partnership
with Tourism Ireland and the
Department of Transport, Tourism
and Sport (DTTAS) engaged
EarthCheck and Ecotourism
Ireland to conduct a review of
sustainable tourism development.
Working with Sustainable Tourism
Working Group members, key
aspects of the review included: 

Recommendations on next
steps towards a sustainable
tourism policy and action plan

Understanding consumer
demand drivers.
Aligning with national and
international policy drivers in
areas such as climate change,
human capital and
environmental management.
The importance of gaining
consensus on clear policy
objectives and guiding
principles for sustainable
tourism as a starting point.

The project demonstrated the
importance of a collaborative
approach and engaging a range of
stakeholders in initial discussions,
including:

WHAT IS  SUSTA INABLE

TOURISM?
Sustainable tourism delivers positive
economic, social and environmental
outcomes with consideration to the
needs of the visitor, industry,
community and environment. This
involves protecting the natural
environment and as well as being
considerate of locals, their communities,
customs, lifestyles, and social and
economic systems.

Source: Sustainable Tourism
Cooperative Research Centre (STCRC)



An acceptance that a range of economic,
social,  and environmental performance data is
required to inform destination management
decisions.

Policy Commitment: DTTAS to develop a
sustainable tourism policy statement, setting
out the rationale and benefits of a sustainable
approach together with the guiding principles
and implementing actions to deliver on the
ambition, taking account of the possible areas
of focus identified. 
Initial Actions: In advance of the completion
of the policy statement, the Sustainable
Tourism Working Group will  draw up an
Interim Action Plan which will  identify initial
actions for implementation,  to include some
or all  of the actions set out. 
Establish a cross-agency and industry
leadership  team to drive implementation of
the Interim Action Plan and subsequently, the
sustainable tourism policy including relevant
government departments, tourism agencies,
and industry representation.

The Working Group’s report has now been
endorsed by Ireland's Tourism Leadership Group.
The following measures are now being
progressed as the first stage of an
implementation plan.

1.

2.

3.
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"While there are gaps in Ireland’s policy

approach when considered against the full

suite of assessment criteria, there are a wide

range of underpinning and tourism specific

programmes which deliver against sustainable

development objectives. Therefore, Ireland is

not starting from a base level; our situation

echoes that of many other nations."

Sustainable Tourism
Working Group Report
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Queensland is no stranger to natural disasters, witnessing 80
significant events in the past decade costing the state over AUD$15
bill ion in damages to public infrastructure. Queensland’s landscape
provides unforgettable tourism experiences, making the sector highly
dependent on the natural environment. As severe weather becomes
exacerbated by climate change, we need to ensure that local level
capacities are strengthened to build community preparedness and
create a resilient and sustainable tourism industry.

The CrisisReady program provides a regionally tailored mobile
application that acts as a disaster HQ for small businesses to support
response to natural disasters. The app is augmented with a half-day
workshop designed to provide practical guidance on the development
of business continuity and risk management plans to start businesses
on a journey towards resilience.

"Australian businesses should be building climate resilience and adaptation strategies

into their broader business plans. These plans need to be real and tangible, not treated

as some 'horizon three' or 'black swan' conceptual event." 

By recognizing our
vulnerabilities, we are giving
ourselves permission to do
something about it.  The
CrisisReady workshop and mobile
app are designed to reduce
vulnerability and stress and
support businesses to become
more resilience. 

It arms tourism operators with
the tools and knowledge required
to make changes in their
business to understand and
strengthen their disaster
response.

Australian Financial Review
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We know that small businesses have
little time to engage in disaster
management planning or training,
leaving them vulnerable to their
surrounds.

The CrisisReady program takes disaster
preparedness and emergency response
to the next level by providing operators
with a practical app that allows them, at
any time to have access to a business’s
continuity plan that can be immediately
mobilized to respond to a hazard or
event. The reality of our current
operating environment is that it ’s not a
question of if  a crisis will  occur, but
when.

CrisisReady provides an understanding
of how to plan for risk, train your staff,
and how to become part of a regional
action group to respond to crisis events
as they occur. 
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EarthCheck was commissioned by Destination North Coast
to create the North Coast Nature-based Tourism Investment
Activation Plan. The goal was to help sustainably grow the
North Coast visitor economy and support the NSW
Government’s goal of “doubling overnight visitor
expenditure by the year 2020”.

Stage 1 of the project consisted of in-depth research and
situational analysis.  This included consultation with key
stakeholders, a review of key documents, analysis of data
and product and experience audit.  

Stage 2 focused on engagement with stakeholders to explore
their support for a nature-based Tourism Investment
Activation Plan. Key partners such as National Parks &
Wildlife Service, Forestry Corporation of NSW, traditional
landowners, and industry stakeholders. Engagement with
the North Coast’s 14 Local Governments was another
important step, as it identified priority investment
opportunities and where additional local funds might be
available to support development. Facilitated discussions
with potential investors scoped the parameters, issues, and
critical success factors to regional tourism product and
experience investment and development.

Destination North Coast is a major regional tourism entity that has been established to drive the growth of the
visitor economy in Regional NSW. The objectives of the North Coast Nature-based Tourism Investment Plan is
to support nature-based tourism experiences and drive investment into new nature-based tourism
experiences.

"Nature-based tourism is any type of tourism

that relies on experiences directly related to

natural attractions and includes ecotourism,

adventure tourism, extractive tourism,

wildlife tourism and nature retreats"

Sustainable Tourism Cooperative Research Centre (STCRC)
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Stage 3 consisted of the development of investment
project plans. A system to prioritise and short-list projects

to focus on was created to ensure efficiency. An
Investment Project Plan was developed to support each of

the identified priority projects, that outlined the actions
required, roles and responsibilities, project timeline, and

potential funding.
 

The fourth stage involved stakeholder engagement with
possible investors and the development of an Investment

Prospectus highlighting ‘shovel ready’ North Coast
projects. A short-list was also created to match potential

investors with scoped opportunities.
 

The outcome of this project was to provide Destination
North Coast with an extensive product and experience and

gap analysis which could assist in identifying key existing
products. Identification of potential investors and funding

opportunities allowed for the development of an
Investment Prospectus highlight the ‘shovel ready’ North

Coast Projects.
 

Stakeholder engagement was key to the outcomes, with
EarthCheck facilitating liaison between project owners,
potential investors, local governments, and Destination

North Coast.



Visitors to destinations are
no longer seeking what they once
were. Product based experiences
are no longer enough to satisfy
the travelers of today. People are
now seeking experiences that will
connect them with the people and
planet around them, that will
enrich their l ives in some way and
leave them feeling transformed.
Visitors are moving towards
purpose driven decision making,
connecting with destinations and
experiences that share the values
and ethics that they do. Given a
shift in visitor needs and demands,
Thredbo – one of Australia ’s
leading ski resort and precincts –
engaged EarthCheck to develop
innovative ways to enhance the
Thredbo experience in a way to
cement its position as market
leader through Environmental
Brand Mapping Workshops.

Through facilitated workshops
EarthCheck engaged with various
teams across the Thredbo family
under the leadership of the
environmental team.

These workshops focused on
demonstrating leadership in
sustainability and how this can be
leveraged across the branding and
marketing of the region through
positive stakeholder engagement
to deepen reputation and brand
awareness and how to
communicate the story of Thredbo
across multiple seasons to reduce
some of the environmental
pressures at peak times. 
 
Thredbo has been an active
member of the EarthCheck
Sustainable Destinations program
for 14 years. Understanding the
shift in market towards the
conscious traveler, seeking
transformational experiences,
engaging with their story to better
tell  Thredbo’s stewardship of the
natural environment was a timely
decision to strengthen the
competitiveness of the
destination. 

"People will forget what

you said, they will forget

what you did, but they

will never forget how you

made them feel . "

Maya Angelou, poet, memoirist and
civil rights activist
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Tourism in the APEC region is creating a
new future of both skill  and labour
shortages. 

Digitisation and the changing nature of
the industry are also driving a greater
requirement for information and
communications technology (ICT) skil ls,
soft skil ls,  and entrepreneurship among
small-to- and medium enterprises
(SMEs).
 
EarthCheck was commissioned to develop
a report for the APEC Tourism Working
Group (TWG) that built on the APEC
Leaders’  Action Plan for Promoting
Quality Employment and the APEC
Tourism Ministers’  2014 commitment to
discuss and enhance tourism
coordination mechanisms in the Asia-
Pacific, including in personnel education
and training, and job creation through
tourism. 
 
Moreover, a key goal of the APEC TWG is
to promote sustainable and inclusive
tourism development in the APEC region
that will  enable member economies to
increase their competitiveness.

The key challenges identified include: a
growing need for labour and skills,
participation by women and young
people, participation requires a shift in
perceptions to address some realities of
the industry and micro, small and
medium enterprises (MSMEs) have the
greatest need.
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The importance of the Tourism
Working Group as a clearinghouse for
information and knowledge transfer
and leadership role in human capital
development.
A common and systematic approach to
workforce challenges across APEC.
The need for further research to be
shared across APEC economies.

The main opportunities found were: APEC
economics need a standard approach to
collecting and sharing workforce data,
Governments would benefit from
engaging with employers, trade unions
and education providers, an APEC-wide
approach to labour mobility is needed,
the tourism economy (within APEC
economics) can be a leader in meeting the
global key challenges for human capital
development of the future and there
needs to be a proactive approach to the
issues facing women and youth. 
 
The findings of the report identified that
there were many challenges and
opportunities in the APEC economics. The
recommendations from these outcomes
were put into three key groupings:    
     

1 .

2.

3.
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What's NEXT?
We want to hear
from you. We
work globally
from offices
in Brisbane,
Amsterdam and
Barcelona.
Follow the QR link to help us better
understand how we can help.
Alternatively, please feel free to contact
us directly via info@earthcheck.org

© Earthcheck Pty Limited January 2021
All rights are reserved. No part of this work may be reproduced or copied in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without the written permission of the publisher.



"Places that people
want to visit and

live – and that are
sustainable – do not

happen by chance.
They are a product

of visionary thinking
and commitment by
corporate investors,
developers and civic

leaders."
- THE EGAN REVIEW (UK 2004)

EarthCheck
Level 5, 189 Grey Street
South Brisbane
Queensland, Australia

+61 7 3238 1900
info@earthcheck.org
www.earthcheck.org


